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Abstract 

The radiance equation. which describes the global illumination problem in 
computer graph ics. is a high dimensional integral equation. Estimates of the 
solution are usually computed on the basis of Monte Carlo methods. In this 
paper we propose and investigate quasi-Monte Carlo methods. which means 
that we replace ( pseudo-) random samples by low discrepancy sequences, 
yielding deterministic algorithms. We carry out a comparative numerical 
study between Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo methods. Our results 
show that quasi-Monte Carlo converges considerably faster. 
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1 Introduction 

The radiance equation (REQ) describes the global illumination problem in com
puter graphics: Given a scene and light sources, determine the illumination of the 
objects, caused by direct light , multiple refiection, refraction etc., i.e. determine the 
cumulative light radiation from each point on the surface of t he objects into each 
direction. The REQ is an integral equation of the second kind with an unknown 
function of four independent variables (two coordinates for t he location of the point 
on the scene surface and two for the direction). This high complexity makes classical 
numerical methods essentially inapplicable. Moreover, due to different optical and 
geometric properties of the objects of the scene (color, refiectivity, mutual visibility), 
the involved functions possess many discontinuities. One way of circumventing these 
difficulties is the simplification of the REQ, as e.g. the radiosity equation (here the 
radiance is assumed tobe independent of direction), but in complex scenes even the 
solution of that equation is sti ll a highly complicated task. 

v\"e a rP conce rned with t he general , i. e. four-dimensiona l case. As it is usual 
in high dimensional problems, Monte Carlo methods pro\·ide a way of solution. 
For rendering images, th is technique has been explored in tcns ively (see the survey 
[Ml'093]). including varian ce reduction techniques and combinations with other 
methods like radiosity. There is an alternative, though related approach to such 
problems - quasi-~lonte Carlo methods. This is a techn.ique for multivariate in
tegration. in which the random samples of Monte Carlo are replaced by certain 
particularly designed. so-called low discrepancy sequences. These have the prop
erty of optimally approxirnating the uniform distribution in high dimensions (see 
[NIE78]. [01IE92]). Quasi-Monte Carlo methods have not yPt been explored in com
pute r graphics. In [HET94] we invest igated the relevance of such methods for the 
purpose of pixel oversampling. Discrepancy as a quality m0asure for sampling pat
terns was a.lready discussed in [SHI91]. The use of low d isc repancy sequences in 
part icle transport problems was first suggested in [NEU7:3]. 

The a im of this paper is to apply quasi-Monte Carlo 10chniques to the solution 
of the REQ. \\ie use the .:'-i"eumann series in a standard way to represent the solution 
as a sum of integrals of increasing dimension. Then we approximate these integrals 
numerically by quasi-.\lonte Carlo methods. 

Convergence theory of .\Ionte Carlo methods is based 0 11 probabilistic arguments. 
The sequence of random numbers supplied by a computer is. in fact, a deterministic 
one - usually based on linear congruences. So one hopes ( an d t his often seems to 
be the case) that this sequence lies in t he !arge set of ·· goud·· realizations for the 
particular problem in consideration. But no rigorous error bounds can be derived. 
For q uas i- \lonte Carlo methods the situation is different : l . nder certain regularity 
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assumplions 011 the integrand (bounded variation) a convergence faster than the 
expected rate of Monte Carlo can be proved (see [NIE92] ). However, these assump
tions usually do not hold in scenes of computer graphics. Consequently, theory can 
neither predict. nor compare the efficiency of both approaches so far . This led us 
to design and carry out certain numerical experimen ts in which the efficiency is 
investigated for a test scene. (Note that comparative stud ies belween Monte Carlo 
and quasi -Monte Carlo for one-dimensional particle transport t hrough a slab were 
reported in [FOX86] and [SAR87]). 

In our experiments we had bot h methods computing certain integrals based on 
the global illumination of our scene. lt turned out that the low discrepancy sequences 
performed very weil - t hey provided considerably more prec ise approximations than 
the (pseudo-) random sequences. This suggests quasi -Monte Carlo methods as a 
promising ingredient in algorithms for the global illumination problem. 

We plan to exp lore t hi s algorithmi c poinl further ancl to st ucly the behaviour 
of quasi-\lonte Carlo methods in greater depth. Theoretic<i l ana lysis seems tobe 
a \·ery cliffic ult t as k. Yf aybe the average behaviour of low discrepancy sequences as 
studied recently in information-based complexity theory [WOZ91] could give some 
more insight (here suitab le averages ovf'r mul t ivariate discontinuous fun :::t ions should 
be taken ). 

2 The Radiance Equation 

·y..;e consider the illuminance of a scene, which is assumed to be closed and to consist 
of closed bodies. Their surfaces form the set S. The radi ancc equat ion (see [KAJ86], 
[CHR93]) is formulaled as follows: 

l(y.::) = lo(y.::.) + lsp(:r .y, ::) G'(.r.y) L (:r.y) d.r (y.z ES') ( 1) 

Here l (y. ::) i~ tlw unknown function on S x S. lt describes t lw radiance of a given 
fixed \\"a \·<" lengt h <"mitted from y E S into the direction of ::. E . .:.,· ( cnergy per unit 
of time pt>r uni1 spheri ca l angle per unit of projected area - measured in [m';srJ ). 
Lo (y ,::.) is the rad iance of the light sources. The fun ct ion p( .r. y,z) expresses the 
optical properti f's of the su rfaces. lt describes. which portion of light arriving in y 
from dircc t ion of .r is scattered into direct ion of ::. If on lY rcflPct ions are considerecl . ' 
p is called the bidirectional reflectance distribution fun ction BR DF . Finally, G(.r, y) 
is re lated to tlw sc<" ne gf'omet ry : 

(,' ( .r . y ) = \ /. ( l'. y ) c~~.1~ ~ c~~ 2rJ Y 
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where \.'( .r, y) = l if .r and y are mutually visible and = 0 olherwise. The angle 
between the surface normal iix in x and the vector y - 1: is denoted by {}x, that 

between ny and .r - y by vy . We abbreviate (1) and write it as 

L = L0 + TpL, (2) 

where TPL stands for the integral in ( 1 ). Under realistic physical assumptions (no 
ideal mirrors in the scene). one can prove the convergence of the Neumann series 
in suitable norms. Hence in this case it is justified to approximate the value of the 
solution L in (y . .:) E 5 2 by a finite sum 

M 

L(y, .:) ~ L (Tpm Lo)(y, z) . (3) 
m=O 

\Ion" gerwrally. sca lar products of tlie solution L with a gi\"C' tl fu11ct ion \II on 5 2 can 
be approximatf'd by 

,\[ 

< L.\fl > ~ L < T;"L 0 ,\11 > ( 4) 
m=O 

(inserting tlw <l<"lta function b(y.z) in (4) gives (3) as a special case). In the sequel 
we shall cons ider ( -1 ). Rewriting the powers of TP into integrals gives 

rn=O 

Algorithms for tlw computation of such high dimensional int f' ~J·als will be described 

in the next scction. 

3 Quasi-Monte Carlo Integration 

The \lont e Carlo method approximates a multidimensional intf'gral as follows 

.V-1 l f(u) du~~ L f(ui). 
[ü.!J' .\ i-=O 

(6) 
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T he ( Ui) are realizations of independent uniformly distributed oll B = [O, 1]5 random 
variables. Quasi-Monte Carlo methods approximate the in tegral in the same way 
(6), but with a deterministic pattern (ui). Such a pattern is designed specifically 
for integration - the samples should be as close to the uniform distribution on B 
as possible. This goal is achiewd by low discrepancy sequc11ces. As we already 
mentioned , Oll the computer :\fonte Carlo methods are carri<'d out using determin
istic samples. usually produced by linear congruential gerwra.tors (pseudo-random 
numbers). The difference is the following: Pseudo-random numl)('rs are supposed to 
mimic realizations of true random variables and as such arf' designed to serve var
ious statistical purposes and to satisfy corresponding tests. Quasi-random ( or low 
discrepancy) sequences serve the unique purpose of optim a lly integrating certain 
classes of multi\·ariate functions. 

Thc star-discrPpancy is a measu re of the uniform di st rilrnt ion of a given (deter
ministi c) point sc> t P\ = {11 0 •...• uv- 1 }. lt is defined as 

. 1 m(A, ?,,· ) 1 D ( Ps ) = SL~p ,\ 5 ( A) - N 

where Lhc suprPmum is take ll O\'er all sets A o[ the form . \ 
0:::; a ,:::; 1. ,\ , is tlw LPbf'sgue measure on B. and 

.\ · -1 

m(.4. F\·) = L \A (u;) 
•=Ü 

is t lw 11u111 lw r of f'!P mcn t s of P_v \\' h ich fall in to A. 

(7) 

(8) 

Th<' l...: o ksma- Hl a\\' ka i1wqua lit y for integration on B stat<'c; t hat for any set PN = · 
{ Uo ... .. 

11 .\ '- I} c B 
1 r i .\'- ! 

IJa f (u) du - ~ ~ f(u;) :::; V(f) · D"( fJ\ 1. (9) 

HerP \ '(,() is th e total \'Cniation of f in the sense of Hard .\· a 11d 1'rause (for further 
c!Ptail s see [\'IE92]). Due to the discontinuities of p and /. 0 \\'e cannot apply (9) 
clirect ly. s in c<' the total ,·ariation \:'( f) may become infinit e. lnstead we have to 
intPgrate O\'<' r man y s11br<'gions of thf' unit cube. and we nPed an ana logue of (9) for 
this sit uation. \\'hi ch is subj ect of our further investigations. So fo r t he moment let us 
assunw that \\'f' a rc int f'g; ratin g functions of bounded total ,·ariation. i.e. \l(f) < oo. 
Then the e rror depends on tlw discrepancy D*(PN ). 

L<"t us 110\\' rPca ll t\\'o sta ndard types of low discrepan n· ~<'quences. First, we 
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define <I> as the radical ill\·erse function: 

j=O j=O 

where the natural number b > 1 is the base, i E IN , a·nd <J is a permutation of the 
set {O. 1 ... .. b - 1}. The values <I>b are always in the unit int en ·a l [O. 1 ). To see how 
<I> acts on a natural number i we assume <J tobe the identity. Then <l> 2 (i) is simply 
the binary representation of i mirrored at the decimal point 1 . 

The Halton and the Hammersley sequence are s-dimensional vectors built from 
radical inverse f unctions in relatively prime bases b1. For 0 s; i < ;V we have: 

Halton points: 

llamme rsley points: 
1 

Ui = (V ' <f>b 1 (i), .... <f>i, _1 (i)) 

The points all lie inside the ·'-d imensiona l unit cube B = [O. l ]" b.Y the definition of 
the radical im·erses. If the permutations are not identities. thc scquences are called 
sc ramble<l. Tllf' discrPparu·ics D" ( P\) for both sets are boundf'd by (see [NIE92]): 

DH a.lton < 
,.; 1 rrs ( bj - 1 . b) + 1) 
\' + \' ·) 1 b log .\ + -.)-
. · 1=1 - og 1 -

• (log
5 N) 

DHalton E ~ .\' 

< 
S 1 Sn- I ( b j - 1 . h) + 1 ) - + - log .\ + --
.\" .\" 2 log b1 ~ 

J=I 

- . (logs-ts) 
Dl-l ammersley E Q JV . · 

The Halton sequ<"nce is an incremental pattern. meaning that inc reas ing the num
ber of sarnples is possible without discarding the samples alrcady drawn. On the 
contrary the Hammersley sequence is not incremental since incrcasing the sampling 
rate result s in discarding all samples computed so far. In con sPquence this pattern is 
not useful for adapti\·p sampling. a lthough it has an asymptot ica lly smaller discrep
ancy. \ o ,·aluPs of e itlw r sf'ts rwed tobe precomputed, since oll ,·a.lues are directly 
computablf'. 

1 For fast a lgorit hms for computin g <l> we refer to [STR93] or [HALG·IJ 
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4 Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods for the Radiance 
Equation 

In order to apply the technique described above we have to transform the integrals 
in ( 5) to the unit cube. There are, of course, various ways. \Ve shall pass to local 
spherical coordinates (ip , t9) . Given x ES and 

we define h(x , c.p, t9) tobe the closest point to x in which a ray from x in direction 
( cp, t9) intersects S. Next we specify, which type of functions lli will be used in our 
numerical experiments: Given a subset AC S, we compute the total radiance that 
reaches A. lt is given by the integral 

r L(y, :::) G(y, z) \A(z) dy dz . 
l s2 

Thus. we consider fun ct ions 11' of the form 

IIJ (y, :::) = G(y, :::) \A(z) . 

Now we t ransform < TPm Lo. lli > . \Ve start with m = 0: 

< T~ Lo, 11' > 

r Lo (.ro, .r i) G(xo..ri) XA(xi) dxo dxi Js2 

(10) 

1 ~ j 2

" ~ Lo(:ro . h(:ro. lpo. i1o)) cos t9o sin t9o XA(h( .ro . .;o . tlo)) dxo dc.po d{)o . 
o o Jso 

Here S0 is t he surface of light sources. Proceeding similarly \\'it h m > 0, we get 

< TPm l o. 11' > 

= r r g(:ro.;;o , Jo , ... ,..pm,t9m)dxodcpoduo „. d<.pmd{)m (11) 
}Q,,.+1 Jso 

where 

(12) 
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with 

Xk = h(Xk-1 1 Cf'k-1 1 t9k_i) · ( 13) 

The terms cos v j sin iJ j = ~ sin 2t9 i can be eliminated by the su bstitution 

1 
T = -( 1 - COS 2t9 ·) ) 2 ) , 

as we do in our computations. Let us now for simplicity assume that the light 
sources are rectangular. ( If they are not , a transformation has to be found in such 
a way, that the parameter domain is a rectangle, look e.g. [GRE90] or [PAT93].) 
Now we reached an integration domain being - up to scaling - the unit cube. Let 

- · - (- · ~. ) E [0 1]2M+4 -• - - i1, · · ·, "- 1(2M+4) , 

(i = 0, .... .V -1) be a low discrepancy sequence. The quasi- \l ont e Carlo algorithm 
for the computation of (.5) and ( 14) is the following: 

1. For each i. compute the values of g in (12) and (13 ) using the first (scaled) 
(2m + 4) components of .::;. 

2. Sum over m = 0 ..... :W and average over i = 0, ... , N - l. 

Now let us look at standard '.\Ionte Carlo: By choosing N realizations of the vector 
(x 0 , ..p0 , i} 0 , . . . • -Pm· Vm) with components independent and uniformly distributed in 
their respective domains, we obtain a version of direct particle simulation: The 
"photon" start s at a random position on the light surfaces and moves through the 
scene having a fixed number of reftections. (A portion of rad ian ce is assigned to it 
in the beginning. which is diminished at each reftection according to the BRDF). 
Viewed from this point. quasi-\lonte Carlo replaces the usage oft lw random number 
gener<itor by the components of certain deterministic sequcnce's. but the principal 
nature of the sim ulation (random walk) is preserved. 

5 Numerical Results 

Our goal is the comparison of quasi-'.\fonte Carlo with Monte Carlo. We therefore 
take the approximation ( 4 ) as our starting point, that is, we inn'st iga.te the precision, 
with whi ch the random or quasi-random samples approxirnatc 

.H 

L < T;'L0 ,W > ( 14) 
m=O 
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(precision of the truncation of the Neumann series is a different topic and will not 
be discussed here). We consider a test scene consisting of 276 triangu lar elements 
(see table 1, in the experiments the test scene was used without textures, so that 
the results reftect the basic global illumination quantities) . \Ve consider light of 
the usual three basic colors red, green and blue, that is, the radiance L = (r, g, b) 
consists now of three components. We fix M = 4 and Jet A in ( 10) run through all 
the triangles of the scene. That is, we check, how precisely the radiance arriving at A 
is computed by different methods. This gives some quality measu re for the precision 
of the particle simulation, an idea which goes back to [NEU73]. Since, of course, no 
explicit exact solution to ( 14) is known, we carry out master computations with a 
very high number of particles (in both Monte Carlo and quasi -1\ lonte Carlo, until a 
satisfactory coincidence is reached). These master values are t hen compared with 
results of the different kinds of approximations using lower numbers of particles. 

A measurement ,\lt is the set of radiances Li cumulated for t li e surface elements 
A,. For t\VO measuremen ts .\lt and .1\lt' we define the mean squa re deviation by 

2.::, 1Aild2(Li, Li) 

2.::, IAd 

where tlw di stan ce d of two radiances L; and Li is defined by 

and r , g dnd b E [O. l] are the color intensities of the color basP red, green and blue. 
We performed the measurements for N = 104

, 105
, 106 and 107 part icles and for all 

patterns mentioned before. In tables 2 to 5 the convergencP rates of the different 
sampling st rat egies are li sted . A superiority of the determi nistic patterns can be 
observed. Their convergence is faster t han the convergence of random sampling. 
Also, it ca n be seen . that the Hammersley point set, which has Lhe least order of 
discrepan cy. performs best. 

To illust rat e t hat thc sampling paLterns calculate the sanw rcsult, we compared 
the deviations of different patterns for the master computations .\ = 107 in table 6. 

6 Conclusion and Further Work 

In this article we proposecl t he use of quasi -Monte Carlo nwt hods for computer 
graphics. Ps pec ia ll y for t he solu t io n of the radiance equation. ß y 11umerical evidence 
it is shov,:n. t hat thcse methods promise a better est imation oft lw true solution than 
Monte Carlo methods. Si nce quasi-\lonte Carlo methods use low discrepancy point 
sets, dete rmini st ic upper error bounds hold for functions of bounded variation. 
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Table 1: Test scene 

1 1 o-5 1 106 

1 
10" 0.00-1:30-1 .) 1 - -

1 10'; o.oo:rn 1-12s 0.001 :300-19 -

1 
10:- o.oo:r1:31:r1 0. 00 1 :JG.592 o.000 : 3:rn :-\ 1 ~ 

Tab!<' :..! : \l 11111al d<''·iat ion of diff PrC'nt sarnpling rates for t lw randorn sequ ence 

1 .\" II 1 O' 1 1 oi 1 106 
1 LO ' 0.001118:29 „ -

lOti 0.00101867 0.000:3250:3:3 -

10:- 0.0010106:3 0.000:3-11112 0.0000/') .~:31 I 

Table :3: \l 11t ual clc,·iatio11 of diffe rent sarn pling rates for 1 lw Halton sequence 

\" !I 1 o' 1 1 os 1 106 
1 1 Oi 1 0.00111:391 ! - -

10'; 1 0. 00 1 1 -589-J 0.000-1:2.)2-t -

l(f 0.00111:3-12 0. 000-121 .)-l-1 O.OOOOfil ' 1~-~ 

Tahle I: \1 11111;-1! <l<''·in1io11 of diffPrPnt sam pling rates for 1lw scra mblecl Halton 
Sf'<j l l('JI ('(' 

' _\ !l 1 O' 101 106 

1 10 ' II o.00111so-1 \ - -

1 O'; 1
1 0. 00 1 1 2:2.12 \ 0. 0002%6-11 -

IU:- 1 0.001 1-102.) 1 0.000:32:3288 0. OOOOb:Hiu~h 

Ta hie -i: \l 11111;il d1·\·i<11 io11 of difkrc11t ~ampli11g rat es for 1 l1<· l Limmcrsley sf'quenc<" 
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: -VI .VI' II JJ .VI - .Vl 'l[J 
1 Lrn d o lll Halton 0.0001()()q1 :1 
ILrndo lll Scrambled Halton o.ooo 1 rn~o .> 

1 L-111 d o lll Hammersley 0.000 11 0112 
ll i'l lt o 11 Scrambled Halton 0. 0000:!.) .~ () : l 1 

11alt 0 11 Hammers ley 0.00002!) l.~ (i (i 

Sna 1n bl ed ll a lton Hammersle\· o.ooon:rno> 19 

Ti1 bk fi: Dc ,,· ic-1tio 11 o f d iffere nt sampling pa tte rns for the 111<1~tc' r comp11 ta ti o 11 s . 
.\' = 10:-

Fo r t 1 lC' p c-1 rt i <' 1 il a r s i t 11 c-1 t i o n o f g 1 o b i'l I i 11 u m i n a t i o 11 . a t h c 'crn 't i "c-1 I fo u 11 cl a t i o n a n cl 
c'tTo r bo 1111d s c-1 rc ' ,.; t ill <1 11 o pen proble nl. P rogress mig ht lw pus;-; ibk by combi11 -
i11 g res ulb () f q11<1-.; i- \l o 11t <' C i'! rl o 1 hC'o ry [\IE92] i'l nd infor111 ;i1 i1i11 -b<1sed comple xit y 
[ TH.\ ~~ ] . 

Fin <dh·. ' ' i1111il ;11<'d In· t 11<' ![ood pri'lc t ica l lw ha ,·iour of lo" .J i,nc ' p<1 11 c.'· seque 11 cC's. 
\\'<' <He' d c;-; i ~ 1 1 i 11!!_ ;i 11.J tc ';-; t i11 g llC' \\' illumi11 a ti o 11 a lgorithm s h;is<'d 0 11 qt1 as i- \l o11te 
( ';.irl o t c <'h11 iq 1w ~. 
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